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DD-finite functions in Sage
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Abstract. We present here a Sage implementation for DD-finite functions, which are a
natural extension of the class of holonomic or D-finite functions. The package, focused
on a functional approach, provides natural commands for executing closure proper-
ties among DD-finite functions, a general framework for extracting their coefficient
sequences and allows the user to compute the composition (as power series) of the
functions treated in the package.
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1 Introduction

A formal power series f (x) = ∑n≥0 anxn is called D-finite, if it satisfies a linear differ-
ential equation with polynomial coefficients [8, 13, 14]. Many generating functions of
combinatorial sequences are of this type as well as the most commonly used special
functions [1, 3, 11]. These objects can be represented in finite terms using a defining
differential equation and sufficiently many initial values.

We recently extended this class to a wider set of formal power series that satisfy lin-
ear differential equations with D-finite coefficients, and call them DD-finite [4]. In the
same way as D-finite functions satisfy several closure properties that have been imple-
mented in several computer algebra systems [12, 10, 2, 9, 7], we present here a Sage
implementation for the closure properties and other operations on DD-finite functions.

The finiteness of the representation for D-finite functions allows to finitely represent
DD-finite functions, with a defining differential equation and initial conditions. A differ-
ence between our packages and other implementations is that our focus is on the whole
function, not only its annihilating differential operator. This leads to two different steps
while manipulating DD-finite functions: computing the final differential equation and
computing the initial data required for the specific object. More details on the structure
we used can be found in Section 2.

Kauer’s et al. package ore_algebra [7] has implemented several operations for D-
finite functions. On this base level, the package presented here uses these structures by
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default.If the user desires to avoid that package, or ore_algebra is not installed, a dif-
ferent implementation [5] is provided. That is used by default with DD-finite functions.

At the time of writing, the package described in this document is still under con-
struction and has not been added to the official Sage distribution. Readers who want to
try it are invited to download the current version from

https://www.dk-compmath.jku.at/Members/antonio/sage-package-dd_functions

and are encouraged to send bug reports, feature requests or other comments.
Once downloaded and unpacked the file, the user should add the path to the ob-

tained folder into the package folders in the Sage installation or just run Sage within the
directory diff_defined_functions. Then the package is ready to be used using the following
command:
sage: from ajpastor.dd_functions import *

All the features of the package (creating the appropriate objects, arithmetically ma-
nipulating them, getting some examples, etc.) can be used without further configuration.
sage: C = Catalan (); # Getting Catalan gen. function
sage: F = Fibonacci (); # Getting Fibonacci gen. function
sage: C*(1+x^2*C^2*F(x*C)) == F(x*C) # Check identity

True
sage: T = Tan(x) # Getting the tangent function
sage: T.derivative () == T^2+1 # Derivative identity for the tangent

True

The user can check that the package is ready to be used by running the included tests
on the code. Running these tests will produce a text output that shows the timestamps
of the tests that are been executed. The code to run those tests is the following:
sage: from ajpastor.tests import dd_functions
sage: dd_function.run()

More details on how to build the structures and the examples available can be found
in Sections 2 and 3.

2 The basic structures

Although the main motivation behind our package is manipulating DD-finite functions,
the theory involved can be described in a more general way. We recall the main definition
and the basic closure properties. For details, see [4].

Definition 1. Let R be a non-trivial differential subring of K[[x]] and R[∂] the ring of linear
differential operators over R. We call f ∈ K[[x]] differentially definable over R if there is a
non-zero operator A ∈ R[∂] that annihilates f , i.e., A · f = 0. By D(R) we denote the set of all
f ∈ K[[x]] that are differentially definable over R.

Theorem 2. Let R be a non-trivial differential subring of K[[x]] and f (x), g(x) ∈ D(R). Then:

https://www.dk-compmath.jku.at/Members/antonio/sage-package-dd_functions
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1. f ′(x) ∈ D(R).

2. Any antiderivative of f (x) is in D(R).

3. f (x) + g(x) ∈ D(R).

4. f (x)g(x) ∈ D(R).

5. If r(0) 6= 0, then its multiplicative inverse 1/r(x) in K[[x]] is in D(R).

In particular, D(R) is a differential subring of K[[x]].

2.1 DDRing

The structure DDRing describes the rings of differentially definable functions, D(R).
Thus, they are built from any ring structure R in Sage. Following the Parent-Element
model of Sage, DDRing is a parent class that will include as element any differentially
definable function over R.

To create a DDRing, the user has to provide the base ring R for the coefficients of the
differential operators. There are several optional inputs that allow more flexibility and a
wider use of the structure. For more information, the user can type DDRing? in Sage to
obtain all the information about it.

The use of a DDRing in Sage is restricted to creating elements within itself (see the
description of the method element in the Section 2.2) and to get information about the
ring R over the DDRing is based on.

Two DDRings are defined by default in the system when the package is loaded: the
object DFinite that is the ring of D-finite functions, and DDFinite which represents the
ring of DD-finite functions.
sage: DDFinite

DD -Ring over (DD-Ring over (Univariate Polynomial Ring in x over
Rational Field ))

sage: Qi.<i> = NumberField(x^2+1)
sage: S = DDRing(Qi[x])
sage: S

(DD -Ring over (Univariate Polynomial Ring in x over Number Field
in i with defining polynomial x^2 + 1))

2.2 DDFunction

The class DDFunction represents differentially definable functions over any ring. It is
composed of a linear differential operator and some initial conditions. Moreover, it is
the Element class of a DDRing, so every DDFunction must be included in a particular
DDRing.
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To create a DDFunction, the user must use the method element of the DDRing where
the function belongs. A function f (x) satisfying a linear differential equation with coef-
ficients ri and initial values ai is created from two lists [r0, . . . , rd] and [a0, . . . , an], i.e.,

([r0, . . . , rd], [a0, . . . , an]) 7→
{

rd f (d)(x) + · · ·+ r0 f (x) = 0,
f (0) = a0, . . . , f (n)(0) = an.

The method element also checks that the coefficients ri are in the appropriate ring
of coefficients R and that the initial conditions ai are elements of the field where the
function f (x) is considered.
sage: f = R.element([-i,1] ,[1]) # f == exp(i*x)
sage: g = R.element ([i,1] ,[1]) # g == exp(-i*x)
sage: (f+g)/2 == Cos(x)

True

3 Selected methods and main features

3.1 The structure of DDFunction

The package provide several methods to extract information from a DDFunction

• equation: the differential operator that defines the function.

• getInitialValue: the value of the nth derivative of the function at x = 0.

• getSequenceElement: the value of the nth coefficient of the power series.

• getOrder: the order of the differential operator defining the function.

• min_coefficient: the first non-zero coefficient of the power series

• zero_extraction: the order of the power series and the DDFunction defined after
factoring the maximal power of x possible.

sage: f = DFinite.element ([1,0,1],[0,1]) # f == sin(x)
sage: f.equation

Wrapped_OreOperator(D^2 + 1)
sage: [f.getInitialValue(n) for n in range (5)]

[0, 1, 0, -1, 0]
sage: [f.getSequenceElement(n) for n in range (5)]

[0, 1, 0, -1/6, 0]
sage: f.getOrder(), f.min_coefficient ()

(2, 1)
sage: n, g = f.zero_extraction
sage: n

1
sage: print g
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(2:2:4)DD-Function in (DD-Ring over (Univariate Polynomial Ring
in x over Rational Field )):
-------------------------------------------------

-- Equation (self = f):
f * (x)
+ D(f) * (2)
+ D^2(f) * (x)
= 0

-- Initial values:
[1, 0, -1/3]

-------------------------------------------------
sage: x*g == f

True

3.2 Closure properties

All the arithmetic operations are implemented using Python magic methods. This en-
ables to use also Sage coercion system for a more user friendly use of the package. For
more details on the algorithms, see [5]

• Addition: add or simply +

• Multiplication: mult or simply *

• Difference: sub or simply -

• Exponentiation: pow or simply ˆ

• Multiplicative Inverse: inverse returns a DDFunction representing the multiplica-
tive inverse of the function.

sage: sin = DFinite.element ([1,0,1],[0,1])
sage: cos = DFinite.element ([1,0,1],[1,0])
sage: sin^2 + cos^2 == 1

True
sage: sec = cos.inverse
sage: print sec

(1:1:5)DD-Function in (DD-Ring over (DD-Ring over (Univariate
Polynomial Ring in x over Rational Field ))):
-------------------------------------------------

-- Equation (self = f):
(2:2:2) f * (DD -Function in (DD -Ring over (Univariate Polynomial
Ring in x over Rational Field )))
(2:2:2) + D(f) * (DD-Function in (DD-Ring over (Univariate
Polynomial Ring in x over Rational Field )))

= 0
-- Initial values:
[1, 0]

-------------------------------------------------
sage: cos*sec

1
sage: sin*sec == Tan(x)

True
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The user can also perform differential operations over a DDFunction, like computing
the derivative ( f ′(x)) or computing the indefinite integral (

∫
f ).

• derivative: returns a DDFunction with the derivative.

• integrate: returns a DDFunction with an indefinite integral. The value at x = 0
can be specified. By default, it is 0.

sage: f = DDFinite.element ([Cos(x)^3, Sin(x), Cos(x)], [0 ,1])
sage: df = f.derivative ()
sage: f.integrate (). derivative () == f

True
sage: df.integrate (0) == f

True
sage: all(f.getInitialValue(n+1) == df.getInitialValue(n) for n
....: in range (10))

True

As recently proven [6], the composition of differentially definable functions is again
differentially definable and the implementation described in that report is included into
the package. The method compose or the magic method __call__ do the job.
sage: f = DDFinite.element ([Cos(x)^3, Sin(x), Cos(x)], [0 ,1])
sage: sin = DFinite.element ([1,0,1],[0,1])
sage: g = sin(f)
sage: print g

(2:2:95)DD -Function in (DD -Ring over (DD -Ring over (DD-Ring over
(Univariate Polynomial Ring in x over Rational Field )))):
-------------------------------------------------

-- Equation (self = f):
(4:4:37) f * (((sin(sin(x)))’)^3)
(2:2:37) - D(f) * ((sin(sin(x)))’’)
(2:2:19) + D^2(f) * ((sin(sin(x)))’)

= 0
-- Initial values:
[0, 1, 0]

-------------------------------------------------
sage: sin(sin) == f

True

3.3 Algebraic and Differentially Algebraic properties

Functions that are algebraic over a differential field F are also differentially definable
over F [8, 6]. Given the polynomial defining an algebraic function, the user can get a
DDFunction associated with such function using the method DAlgebraic.
sage: Q.<x,y> = QQ[];
sage: p = x*y^2 - y + 1 # Minimal polynomial for Catalan gen. func.
sage: f = DAlgebraic(p, [1,1])
sage: print f

(2:2:5)DD-Function in (DD-Ring over (Univariate Polynomial Ring
in x over Rational Field )):
-------------------------------------------------
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-- Equation (self = f):
f * (2)

+ D(f) * (10*x - 2)
+ D^2(f) * (4*x^2 - x)
= 0

-- Initial values:
[1, 1, 4]

-------------------------------------------------
sage: [f.getSequenceElement(n) for n in range (10)] # Catalan numbers

[1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, 4862]

We also proved in [6] that DD-finite functions are differentially algebraic. Using
the method diff_to_diffalg, the user can compute from a DDFunction an associated
differentially algebraic equation with polynomial coefficients.
sage: cos = DFinite.element ([1,0,1],[1,0])
sage: diff_to_diffalg(cos)

y_2 + y_0
sage: f = DDFinite.element([-Exp(x), 1], [1]) # f == exp(exp(x)-1)
sage: diff_to_diffalg(f)

y_1^2 - y_2*y_0 + y_1*y_0

3.4 Built-in functions of the package

Aiming for a more user friendly interface, we provide a set of examples of D-finite
and DD-finite functions that can be easily called and built from Sage once the pack-
age is loaded. Some of these functions are elementary as the exponential function or
trigonometric functions; some are special functions as the hypergeometric pFq functions,
solutions to the Riccati equation, the Mathieu functions or some generating functions for
combinatorial sequences.

All implemented functions can be checked in Sage by typing ddExamples?. This
command displays the documentation for the ddExamples file where all these built-in
functions are explained.

4 Conclusions

The Sage package ajpastor.dd_functions provides a functional-focused implementa-
tion of differentially definable functions for arbitrary differential rings. In particular, it
can be used for working with regular D-finite functions and DD-finite functions.

This package can be used to prove symbolically identities between DD-finite func-
tions and to obtain combinatorial sequences that are out of the D-finite scope.

Closure properties, such as addition, multiplication and exponentiation can be per-
formed by the package, as well as other operations such as composition or division. It
also provides several methods to convert algebraic functions to DDFunction manipulat-
ing a defining polynomial to obtain a differential equation, and to compute a non-linear
equation with polynomial coefficients for any differentially definable function.
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